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Abstract 
This paper introduces an extension of logic programming based on multi-dimensional logics, 
called MLP. In a multi-dimensional logic the values of elements vary depending on more than 
one dimension, such as time and space. The resulting logic programming language is suitable 
for modelling objects which involve implicit and/or explicit temporal and spatial dependencies. 
The execution of programs of the language is based on a resolution-type proof procedure called 
MSLD-resolution (for multi-dimensional SLD-resolution). The paper also establishes the declar- 
ative semantics of multi-dimensional logic programs, based on an extension of Herbrand models. 
In particular, it is shown that MLP programs satisfy the minimum model semantics. A novel 
multidimensional interface to MLP is also outlined, it can be used as a powerful development 
tool with the advantage of non-determinism inherent in logic programming. 
1. lntroductlon 
Temporal and modal logics have been successfully used as a formalism in many 
areas, including program specification and verification [27], temporal reasoning [38], 
knowledge representation [39], and simulation [41]. In temporal and modal logics, the 
meanings of formulas vary depending on an implicit context, and elements from dif- 
ferent contexts can be combined through the use of contextual (temporal and modal) 
operators, not by explicit references to context. Therefore these logics can mode1 dy- 
namic properties of certain problems in a natural and problem-oriented way. 
More recently, several researchers have suggested that temporal and modal logics 
can be directly used as a programming language in applications involving the notion 
of dynamic change. There are a number of temporal and modal logic programming 
languages: Tempura [30] and Tokio [3] are based on interval logic, which is a form 
of temporal logic; Templog [2] and Chronolog [34] are based on linear-time temporal 
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logic; Temporal Prolog [ 191 is based on linear- and branching-time temporal logic; 
InTense [28,29] is based on a multi-dimensional logic with temporal and spatial di- 
mensions; MTL [l l] is based on a temporal logic with metric and past operators; 
and Molog [16] and TIM [7] are based on modal logic. Orgun and Wadge [35] con- 
sidered two- and three-dimensional logic programming. There are also multi-modal 
approaches to logic programming [14]. Temporal and modal logic languages have been 
used in many applications including temporal databases [ 10,3 11, knowledge-based sim- 
ulation [24], reactive systems [17], image recognition [12] and so on. For more de- 
tails, we refer the reader to the surveys of Fisher and Owens [ 181 and Orgun and 
Ma [33]. 
Just as the logics these languages are based on, their execution mechanisms differ 
markedly in the way programs are interpreted and answers to queries are obtained. 
For instance, Tempura programs are systematically transformed into a sequence of 
state descriptions over an interval that satisfies the original program [30]. Templog [2], 
Temporal Prolog [19], and Chronolog [34] are extensions of logic programming in 
which programs are executed to obtain answers by the use of resolution-type proof 
procedures. Molog [16] uses modal inference rules, and a resolution-type proof pro- 
cedure. Tokio [3] is based on the same interval logic as Tempura, but its execution 
mechanism is a mixture of transformation and resolution. 
There are also several attempts at developing the declarative and operational seman- 
tics for these languages. Since it is known that first-order temporal (and modal) logic 
is incomplete [ 1,401, it is important to show that there are fragments of temporal and 
modal logic which can be given an operational semantics, and that the declarative and 
operational semantics of these languages coincide (i.e., what we can compute from 
a program is the same as what it means declaratively.) In ordinary logic program- 
ming, these two semantics coincide [43,26]. Baudinet [8] first showed that Templog’s 
proof procedure, TSLD-resolution, is sound and complete and it forms the basis of 
the operational semantics of the language; and then established the equivalence of the 
declarative and operational semantics of Templog programs. She also studied the ex- 
pressive power of temporal logic programming [9]. Orgun and Wadge [34,36] provided 
analogous results for Chronolog programs; in particular they showed the completeness 
of the proof procedure of Chronolog. Gabbay [ 191 defined a resolution procedure for 
Temporal Prolog and proved its soundness. Balbiani et al. [6] provided a tree-like 
semantics for instances of Molog based modal logics Q, T and S4. 
Multi-dimensional logic programming (MLP) [32] is based on a kind of modal logic 
with a countably infinite number of dimensions which we call ML(o). Each dimension 
is modeled by the set of integers, unbounded in the past and future. In this sense, 
temporal logic has only one dimension, that is, time. A context in ML(o) is simply a 
point in the hyperlield of 3”. Contextual operators are provided to implicitly define 
dynamic relationships among data at different points in the hyperfield, without explicit 
references to contexts. Therefore MLP allows us to naturally capture the dynamic 
aspects of certain problems such as knowledge-based simulation, dataflow computation, 
multi-dimensional data analysis, mesh-oriented computation, and spreadsheets. 
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MLP is closely related to InTense [29] which is based on a multi-dimensional logic 
like ML(w). However, InTense includes a large repertoire of Lucid-like intensional 
operators such as asa (as soon as) and wvr (whenever) [44]. It is not clear how 
such operators can be given an operational semantics and whether proof rules can be 
defined for them, and yet they are implemented. The correctness of the implementation 
is not addressed, nor the declarative semantics of the language. In contrast to InTense, 
our work starts from a solid foundation and declarative semantics, and a complete 
proof procedure called MSLD-resolution. There is a subset of InTense, without any 
Lucid-like operators, which can be regarded as an instance of MLP. Therefore, our 
work also provides a basis for the subset which we call pure InTense. In particular, 
MSLD-resolution can be used to provide an operational semantics for pure InTense 
programs. 
The main goal of this paper is to provide a theoretical framework for MLP. In this 
paper, we do not address the issue of implementations. However, we give several ex- 
ample programs to demonstrate the main concepts of MLP in applications involving the 
notion of dynamic change. Other applications of MLP include engine simulation [29] 
and action planning [20]. 
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses the underlying logic 
of MLP, detailing its axioms and rules of inference. Section 3 outlines the syntax 
and semantics of multi-dimensional logic programs and summarizes the features of the 
proof procedure of MLP, which we call MSLD-resolution. The operational semantics 
of MLP is defined in terms of MSLD-derivations. In Section 4 we establish the declar- 
ative semantics of MLP programs, based on an extension of Herbrand models [43,26]. 
We in particular show that MLP programs also satisfy the minimum model semantics. 
A generalized declarative semantics of MLP based on the theory of Orgun and 
Wadge [35] is discussed in Section 5. In Section 6 we outline a multidimensional 
interface to MLP, which can be used to define an MLP program as well as to provide 
input to the program and to display the results. 
2. Multi-dimensional logic 
Multi-dimensional logic is a form of modal logic [13]. The set of possible con- 
texts (possible worlds) is modeled by 2”” (the countably infinite Cartesian product 
Z=xbx%“x . . .) In other words, a possible context in multi-dimensional logic is a 
point in the hyperfield of 3%““. For a given x E Z?, we write x = (xg,xi ,x2,. . .) where 
each Xk is the coordinate (value) for the kth dimension. For each dimension k 20, 
there are three contextual operators: initk, priork, and next k. Here k is used as a 
dimension indicator. Informally, initk refers to the origin along dimension k;priork 
the previous point along dimension k; and nextk the next point along dimension k. 
Formal semantics of these operators are given below. 
The syntax of multi-dimensional logic extends that of first-order logic with three for- 
mation rules: if A is a formula, so are initkd, priork A, and nextk A, for all k 20. 
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Note that contextual operators are applied to formulas, not to terms of the language. 
For any given m > 0, we write prior k[m] and next k[m] for m successive applica- 
tions of priork and next&. In case m=O, prior&[m] and neXt&[m] are the empty 
string. 
We write ML(w) for the multi-dimensional logic with countably infinite dimensions. 
We are especially interested in multi-dimensional logics with a finite number of di- 
mensions. For instance, ML(n) is a logic with n dimensions (for n E w) for which 8” 
is the set of possible contexts. We write A” for n-folded Cartesian product of set A. 
2.1. Semantics of formulas 
The semantics of formulas of ML(w) are provided by multi-dimensional interpreta- 
tions. A multi-dimensional interpretation assigns meanings at all possible contexts to 
all the basic elements of the language such as function and predicate symbols, and 
variables. Interpretations are extended upward to all elements of the language by a 
satisfaction relation k. The meaning of a formula is context-dependent. However, we 
restrict the discussion to those interpretations in which the values of variables and 
function symbols are “rigid”. The value of a rigid term is an invariant of contexts. The 
implication of rigidness for MLP is that we concentrate on Herbrand interpretations 
whose domain consists of rigid terms constructed out of function symbols appearing 
in a program (see Section 4). Note that nullary function symbols are called constants. 
The formal definition of a multi-dimensional interpretation is given below. Let the 
notation [A + B] denote the set of all functions from set A to set B, and 9(A) the set 
of subsets (the power set) of set A. 
Definition 1. An interpretation I of ML(o) comprises a non-empty set D, called the 
domain of the interpretation, together with for each variable, an element of D; for each 
n-ary function symbol, an element of [D” -+ D]; and for each n-ary predicate symbol, 
an element of [So -+ B(D”)]. 
In the following the fact that a formula A is true at context x in some multi- 
dimensional interpretation I is denoted as k~,~ A. The formal semantics of formulas of 
ML(o) are given as follows: 
Definition 2. The semantics of elements of ML(o) are given inductively by the fol- 
lowing, where I is an interpretation of ML, (x0,x1 ,x2,. . . , ) E ZP, k 20, and A and B 
are formulas of ML. 
1. If f(eo,..., e,_l) is a term, I(f(eo,. . . ,e,_l)) =I(f)(l(eo),. . . ,I(e,_l)) ED. If u 
is a variable, Z(V) E D. 
2. For any n-ary predicate symbol p and terms eo, . . . , e,_l, kr, (X,,,X ,,..,) p(eo, . . . , e,-1 ) 
if and only if (I(eo) ,..., Z(e,_l)) ??Z(p)((xo,xl ,..., )). 
3. k1,(XO,X,,...) -A if and only if it is not the case that ~I,(~,,,~,,...) A. 
4. I=& (xm....) A A B if and only if h, (x0,x ,,_,.) A and ‘FI, (xo,xI ,...) B. 
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5. +I, (%X1,... ) 0”~) A if ad only if h~~],(~,~ ,,...) A for all d E D where the inter- 
pretation Z[d/y] is just like Z except that the variable y is assigned the value d 
in Z[d/y]. 
6. t=;r, (x0,x I,..., xk_-I,xk ,...) initkA if and only if h,(X,,X ,,..., xk_l,~ ,...) A. 
7. FI,(~,,,~ ,,... Xk_,,q ,...) priord if and only if b,(x,,,xl ,..., xk_,,y--l ,...) A. 
8. kr, (x0,x ,,... xk-,,xk ,...) n=tkA if ad only if k,(x,,,, ,,... Xk_,,Xk+~ ,...) A. 
The semantics of formulas of ML(n) are just special cases of the above 
definitions. 
If a formula A is true in a multi-dimensional interpretation Z at all possible contexts, 
we say that A is true in Z or Z is a model of A. We denote this fact as FI A. If a 
formula A is true in every multi-dimensional interpretation, we denote this fact as /= A. 
We regard 1, A, and V as primitives and assume the usual definitions of V, --+, w and 
3 in terms of these primitives. 
2.2. Axioms and rules of inference 
Let the notation tA denote the fact that A is a theorem of ML(w). A theorem 
is interpreted as a true statement at all possible contexts under all multi-dimensional 
interpretations. The notion of deducibility can be characterized in terms of theoremhood: 
Z t A means that the formula A is deducible from a set Z of formulas in ML(w). The 
following axioms state some of the important theorems and properties of the logic. 
Here k is a dimension indicator (k > 0), v is any contextual operator, and vk is any 
contextual operator for dimension k. 
Cancellation rules: 
Cl. vk(initk A) ti initk A. 
c2. priork(noxt k A) H A. 
c3. nextk(priork A) W A. 
The first axiom (Cl) says that initial truths along any given dimension persist. The 
axioms C2 and C3 capture that fact that priork and next k are complete inverses 
along any given dimension k 2 0. 
Distribution rules: 
Dl. yy(AAB)~(vA)A(vll). 
D2. o(1A) ti -(VA). 
D3. For all j, k 20, oj v,A H vk v;A where oj and vk are the same contextual 
operator for the jth and kth dimensions respectively. 
D4. For all j, k 2 0, oj Ok A H Ok vjA when k # j. Here vk iS any COnteXtId 
operator for dimension k, and Oj is any contextual operator for dimension j. 
The first two axioms (Dl and D2) say that contextual operators commute with the 
Boolean operators A and 1. D2 also says that each contextual operator v is self-dual. 
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The last two axioms (D3 and D4) state the conditions under which contextual operators 
commute with each other. 
Rigidness of variables: 
v. 0 Wk)V) @ W’x)( VA) 
These axioms stipulate that the values of individual variables range over extensions 
(data values), not intensions (context-varying values). In other words, the values of 
variables are invariant of contexts. It is an instant of the so-called Barcan formula 
combined with its converse [21]. It is valid in a multidimensional logic such as ML(w) 
in which a global domain is used in all contexts under any given interpretation. If each 
context can have a different domain over which the variables range, then quantifying 
in would not be possible because contextual operators may involve the switching of 
contexts. 
Rules of inference: In addition to substitution and modus ponens, we have the following 
contextual operator introduction rules. 
Rl. If k A, then l- initk A. 
R2. If + A, then F priork A. 
R3. If F A, then F next k A. 
We read the rules of inference as “given A as a theorem, infer initk A,priork A, 
and next k A as theorems.” These rules are instances of the rule of generalization from 
modal logic [ 131. 
We also have the following useful derived rule. Let v be a contextual operator, 
and na0. 
R4. If F A, then F v [n] A. 
Induction rule: 
I. If it is the case that for all k > 0, l- ini.tk A, E A -+ priork A, and k A + nextk A, 
then I- A. 
The induction rule is a form of contextual operator elimination rule. We do not make 
use of the induction rule in logic programming because of its infinitary flavor. 
The presentation of an axiomatic system for ML(o) begs the question of whether it 
is complete with respect to the semantics scheme of ML(o), that is, whether it axiom- 
atizes the semantics scheme and the structure of the set of possible worlds (contexts) 
described above. In this paper, we do not attempt to answer this question because 
the completeness of ML(o) is not an issue in its application to logic programming. 
However, we include the following theorem showing the correctness (soundness) of 
the axioms and the rules of inference. The lemma can be proved using the definition 
of the satisfaction relation b;. 
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Lemma 1. All of the axioms and the rules of inference are valid with respect to the 
semantics scheme of ML(o). 
We assume that the rules of inference given above are extended to consider the 
notion of deducibility from a set of formulas. For instance, Rl now reads “if r l- A, 
then r I- initkA.” Under the presence of the rules of inference, we do not have 
a form of a deduction theorem. If we did, given A F A, we could derive A I- ini+& A 
by Rl, and then by the deduction theorem t A+initk A. But it can be shown that 
A+initk A is not a valid formula. 
The axioms and rules of inference for ML(o) form the basis for the operational 
semantics of MLP (see below). 
3. Multidimensional logic programs 
3.1. Building blocks 
We start by defining a multi-dimensional logic program as a set of program clauses. 
The basic building blocks in a multi-dimensional logic program are contextual units 
defined inductively as follows: 
Definition 3. 
?? All atomic formulas are contextual units. 
?? If A is a contextual unit and v is a contextual operator of ML, then VA is a 
contextual unit. 
We adopt the clausal notation [22] for multi-dimensional logic programs. All vari- 
ables in a program clause are assumed to be universally quantified. For convenience, 
we use upper-case letters for variables, and lower-case letters for function and predicate 
symbols. 
Definition 4. 
?? A program clause is the universal closure of a clause of the form A <-Bo, . . . , B,_I 
(m > 0) where each Bi and A are contextual units. 
?? A unit clause is a program clause with an empty body of the form A<-. 
?? A goal clause is the universal closure of a clause of the form <- Bo, . . . , B,_I (m>O) 
where each Bi is a contextual unit. 
The informal semantics of a program clause A<-Bo, . . . , B,_I is defined as follows: 
at all contexts x E SW, for each variable assignment, if all of Bo, . . . , B,_l are true, 
then A is true. Then a multi-dimensional logic program consists of (the conjunction 
of) a set of program and unit clauses regarded as axioms true at all contexts in ZY. 
Goal clauses are also called queries. 
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For practical purposes, we restrict the following discussion to MLP with a finite 
number of dimensions. There is a simple dimensionality analysis technique to determine 
the dimensionality of a given MLP program. We first define the dimensionality of a 
given contextual unit (the set of contexts in which it varies): 
Definition 5. Let A be a contextual unit. Then the dimensionality of A, denoted by 
Dim(A), is defined as follows: 
?? If A is an atomic formula, then Dim(A) = {}. 
?? If A is of the form v,B for some contextual operator vk and B is a contextual 
unit, then Dim( ‘JkB) = {k} U Dim(B). 
Based on the above definition, we define the dimensionality of a given program 
clause and a program of MLP(n): 
Definition 6. Let C be a program clause of the form A<-&, . . . , B,_l. The dimension- 
ality of C, denoted by Dim(C), is defined as follows: 
Dim(C) =Dim(A) U Dim(Bo) U.. . U Dim(B,_l). 
Definition 7. Let P be the conjunction of a set of program clauses. The dimensionality 
of P, denoted by Dim(P), is defined as follows: 
Dim(P)= U Dim(C). 
CEP 
Let n= card(Dim(P)) where card(S) is the cardinality of the set S. Then we say 
that P is a program of MLP(n). 
In the above definition, we assume that there are no gaps in the dimensions used in 
the program P in order to simplify the following discussion. There is in fact a simple 
translation from programs with gaps in dimensions into programs without any gaps. 
Let Dim(P) = {do,dl, . . . , d,,}. In the translated program each dimension di is replaced 
by its index in Dim(P), that is, dimension i. For example, if we have some program 
which uses dimensions 0 and 2 only, then dimension 2 is replaced by dimension 1 
before Dim is applied to P. Note that MLP(0) is ordinary logic programming. 
Note that Dim(P) is always finite for a program P consisting of finitely many pro- 
gram clauses. We are considering an extension of MLP in which the dimension in- 
dicators in contextual operators may be variables as well as constants (for example, 
init,vA where N is a variable). In such an extension, programs with finitely many 
program clauses may have an infinite number of dimensions. 
We also need the following definitions: 
Definition 8. Let A be a contextual unit of MLP(n). We say that A is canonical if 
it is of the form inite vo[mo] initi vi [ml]. . . init,_ Vn_l[m,_l]B where B is an 
atomic formula and each vi is either nexti or priori. 
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I 0 1 Dimension 2 0 3 4 
0 pascal(1) pascal( 1) 
-- 
Pa=Nl) Pa=Nl) pascal(1) - 
- 1 paxal Pa=U2) 
Dimension 1 
Pa.=U3) Pa=J(4) pascal(5) --+ 
- 2 pascal(1) Pa=aU3) ~a=N6) pascal(l0) pascal(l5) - 
- 3 Pascal(l) Pa=Q4) pascal(l0) pascal(20) pascal(35) - 
- 4 pascal(1) Pa=w) - 
4 
pascal(l5) pascal(35) 
G 
pascal(70) 
4 4 4 
Fig. 1. Pascal’s triangle on the south-east quadrant. 
Definition 9. Let AC-B 0,. . . ,I#,,_1 be a program clause of MLP(n). We say that the 
clause is canonical if all of A and B 0,. . . , B,_I are canonical contextual units. Similarly 
for goal clauses (queries). 
3.2. Pascal’s triangle 
The following MLP program adapted from [35] defines the predicate Pascal, which 
varies only in two dimensions. All program clauses are interpreted as assertions true at 
all points in the hyperfield of contexts. Contextual operators are indexed by dimension 
indicators (natural numbers). 
inits initl Pascal(l). 
inito Pascal(X) <- inita next 1 pascalo(). 
init 1 Pascal (X1 <- init 1 prior, Pascal (X1. 
Pascal(X) <- next 1 pascal(Y) , prior, pascal(2) , X is Y+Z. 
Since the definition of Pascal does not involve contextual operators other than 
those operating on the first two dimensions, the value of Pascal varies only in those 
dimensions, and it is constant in the other dimensions. Then the resulting program is 
said to be in MLP(2). 
If these are the only axioms for the Pascal predicate, Pascal’s triangle is constructed 
on the south-east quadrant of the two-dimensional space, whose apex is at (0, 0), that 
is, at (O,O), pascal(1) is true (from the first clause.) Fig. 1 shows an approxi- 
mate two-dimensional graphic representation of Pascal’s triangle as specified by the 
Pascal predicate. The triangle is observed by rotating the figure by 45” in the clock- 
wise direction. 
3.3. MSLD-resolution 
Programs of MLP(n) are executed using a resolution-type proof procedure which 
we call MSLD-resolution (for multi-dimensional SLD-resolution). It is an extension of 
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SLD-resolution [4,26]. MSLD-resolution is applied to a set of canonical instances of 
program clauses and queries. Intuitively, a formula is canonical if each occurrence 
of a next k and priork operator is in the scope of a corresponding init k oper- 
ator. We now define an operational method to obtain the canonical instances of a 
given clause. Note that in the following discussion we assume familiarity with the 
concepts of substitution, unification, and refutation procedures; see [26] for a detailed 
discussion. 
For any given multi-dimensional logic ML(n) for n 20, the canonical instances of 
a clause C of ML(n) are obtained by systematic applications of the rules of inference 
Rl, R2, R3 and R4 as follows: 
0 initkC (by Rl) 
?? initk priork C (by R2,Rl) 
0 initk nextk C (by R3,Rl) 
?? initk priork[2] C (by R4,Rl) 
?? initk next k[2] C (by R4,Rl) 
and so on. We start from dimension n - 1 and proceed to dimension 0 step by step 
while repeating the above process for each dimension on the resulting formulas from the 
previous step until all the n dimensions are exhausted. Then, the introduced contextual 
operators are distributed to the contextual units in the clauses; contextual operators are 
grouped according to their dimensions; and then superfluous applications of contextual 
operators are eliminated using the cancellation and distribution axioms of ML. Each 
of the clauses in the resulting set of clauses is a canonical instance of the clause C. 
Note that this method does not generalize to clauses in ML(u). For ML(w), canon- 
ical instances would contain a countably infinite number of init operators applied to 
them. As in the form described above, there is no provision made in the method to 
accommodate infinitely long formulas. The notion of a canonical instance described 
above hence does not apply to formulas of ML(w). 
The value of a canonical instance of a clause of ML(n) is an invariant of context, 
which is implied by the following lemma. 
Lemma 2. Let A be a canonical contextual unit of ML(n) the form 
inits vO[~O]. . . init,-] vn_-l[w-~l& 
where B is an atomic formula and each vi is either nexti or priori. Let I be 
any multi-dimensional interpretation of ML(n). Then /=I,~XO,,,,,X._,) A for any context 
(x0 , . . . ,x,+1) E 3”” if and only if +~,(yOv,.,,_,) B where yi is mi if vi is nexti or yi 
is -mi if vi is priori. 
Proof. The semantics of initk, nextk and pri0rk for 0 <k <n - 1 imply that for 
any context (x0,. . .,xn-I) E%~, kl,(xo ,,.., +_,) inito vo[mo]. . . init,-i y~~-~[rn,-dB if 
and only if FI,(o,...,o) vdmol . . . vnel [m-# if and only if ~,(o+~~,...,o+~,_,) B where 
yi is Ptli if vi is IleXti or yi is -172i if vi is priori. 0 
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The value of a given clause in a multi-dimensional interpretation of ML(n) can be 
expressed using the values of its canonical instances. The intuitive idea is that, for 
any given context in 9Y2”“, we can find a canonical instance of the clause fixed to that 
context and then combine the values of canonical instances. 
Lemma 3. Let C be a clause of ML(n) and I a multi-dimensional interpretation of 
ML(n). Then kr C if and only if FI C, for all canonical instances C, of C. 
Proof. For any context z = (x0,. . .,x,-i) E Z”, the corresponding canonical instance 
C, of C is obtained, by the distribution and cancellation axioms, from the clause 
inito ~o[mo]. . . init,-] Dn_-lh-d C, 
where vi is nexti if Xi 2 0 or priori if Xi < 0. With a slight abuse of terminology, 
we also call the above clause a canonical instance C, of C. Then, kr C if and only 
if k=l,(xO ,..., Xn-,) C for all contexts (~0, . . . ~~-1) E 3’” if d only if FI, txo ,..., xn_,) G 
for all contexts z = (x0,. . ., ~“-1) E 3”” if and only if +I C, for all contexts z = 
(x0,..., x+1) E 9” (recall that the value of the canonical instance C, is an invariant of 
contexts implied by Lemma 2) if and only if b1 C, for all canonical instances C, of 
C because the previous clause exhausts them all. 0 
For a given multi-dimensional logic program P, canonical instances of program 
clauses and queries are naturally obtained by the rules of inference and axioms. By 
Lemmas 1 and 3, P k C, for each canonical instance C, of any program clause C 
in P. In short, we carry out proofs from the canonical instances of the clauses in P, 
and the results are justified by the lemmas. Goal clauses are assumed to be canonical. 
When the canonicality restriction is lifted for goal clauses, they can be open-ended. 
Open-ended goal clauses can be used to initiate non-terminating computations, because 
they stand for an infinite series of canonical goals. 
Given a program P in ML(n) for some n > 0 and a goal G, an MSLD-derivation of 
P u {G} consists of a sequence GO, Gi, . . . of goal clauses where GO = G, a sequence 
CO,Cl,... of variants (up to renaming) of canonical instances of program clauses in 
P and a sequence (IO, t&, . . . of substitutions. At every step of an MSLD-derivation, 
some contextual unit from the current goal is selected and unified with the conclusion 
(head) of a canonical instance of a program clause after renaming of the variables in 
the canonical instance. A new goal is produced by replacing the selected contextual unit 
in the goal by the premise (body) of the canonical instance and then the substitution 
(mgu) obtained from unification is applied to the new goal. 
More formally, an MSLD-resolution step is described as follows: Let S be an MSLD- 
derivation {(Go,Ce,80), (Gi,Ci,&) ,... }. Th e relation between any two consecutive 
elements of S, say Si and Si+i is formulated by the following: 
4 = (Cc-Ao,. . . ,-~-I,&~~+I,. ..,Ak-l),(A<-Bo,...,B,-l),Bi), 
S+l = (Cc-Ao,. . . J--I,Bo,. . . A-1,4+1,. . . Jk--l Pi, G+l, ei+l) 
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where A, is the selected temporal unit in the goal Gi via some computation rule R, 
Ci+l is a canonical instance of a program clause in P, and A,Bi = A9i with mgu Bi. 
For any sequence S associated with a successful MSLD-derivation, we have that 
G,, = <- for some n 20, in which case the sequence S has length n with the last 
element (G,_i, Cn-1, &-I). The composition of substitutions (mgu’s) 13cOi . . . On_1 is 
the computed answer substitution for goal G. 
3.4. An example MSLD-derivation 
Consider the Pascal program given earlier; a simple dimensionality analysis shows 
that it is in ML(2). Consider the goal <- inits initi nexta priori pascal(X). 
The goal clause is canonical in ML(2), up to the reordering of contextual operators with 
respect to the distribution axioms (D3 and D4). We now give the steps in a MSLD- 
refutation of the program and the goal, with the assumption that all the contextual units 
in the refutation are canonical up to the reordering of contextual operators. 
First, the only contextual unit in the goal Go is selected and then matched with the 
head of a canonical instance of the fourth program clause by unification after renaming 
variable X in the clause. (We ask the reader to verify that the first three program clauses 
are not applicable to the goal.) 
Go=<- init next0 initl prior1 pascal(X). 
Co=initO next0 initl prior1 pascal(X') <- init next0 
initl Pascal(Y), init initl prior1 pascal(Z), inito next0 
init1 prior1 X’ is Y+Z. (fourth program clause, by rules of inference, axioms) 
e. = {X/X’) 
Then a new goal is produced after replacing the selected contextual unit in GO by the 
body of CO. The substitution B. is applied to the new goal. Any of the three contextual 
units can be selected for the next step in the derivation; we select the first one. The 
contextual unit inita initi next.0 pascal(Y) in Gi is matched with a canonical 
instance of the third program clause in the program. 
G1=<- init next0 initl Pascal(Y), init initl prior1 Pascal(Z), 
init next0 initl prior1 X' is Y+Z. 
C1=inito next0 initl pascal(X") <- init initl pascalo("). 
(third program clause, by rules of inference, axioms) 
8, = {Y/X”). 
In the new goal Gz, the selected contextual unit from Gi is replaced by the body of 
Cl. The substitution O1 is applied to the new goal. We select the first contextual unit 
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in the goal and match it with the first program clause which is already canonical. 
G2 = <- inits initi pascal(X”) , inits initi priori pascal(Z1, 
inito next0 initi priori X’ is X”+Z. 
C2 = inito initi Pascal (I> . (first program clause) 
e2 = {X”/l}. 
When the selected contextual unit in Gz is removed, we can select the first contextual 
unit in Gs for the next step of the derivation. It matches a canonical instance of the 
second program clause. 
Gs = <-inits initi priori pascal(Z) ,inits next0 initi priori X’ 
is l+Z. 
Cs = inito initi priori pascal(X”‘) <- inita initi pascal(X”‘1. 
(second program clause, by rules of inference, axioms) 
es = {z/x”‘}. 
In the rest of the derivation, we proceed in the above manner to arrive at the empty 
goal, say Gi (after using the lirst clause once more, and then eliminating the addition 
operation.) Note that the is predicate in the form given above can be formalized as a 
ternary addition predicate, so X’ can be unified with the result of the addition operation. 
Since we can reach the empty goal, we say that the derivation is successful. 
A successful MSLD-derivation is called an MSLD-refutation. The composition of mgu’s 
Bo, &, t& and 8s etc is regarded as a computed answer substitution for the original goal; 
indeed, a correct one. In the answer to the original goal, X is substituted by 2. It follows 
that inits next0 initi priori pascal(2) is a logical consequence of the Pascal 
program. Therefore MSLD-resolution is used not only as a proof procedure to show 
that Pi- (3X) inits next0 initi priori pascal(21, but also as a computational 
procedure to find an answer substitution for variable X. 
Note that MSLD-resolution is a complete proof procedure for languages based on 
ML(n) for any n 2 0; for n = 0, it degenerates into ordinary SLD-resolution [26]. The 
completeness of MSLD-resolution can be established by extending the completeness 
results of SLD-resolution [4], and by making use of the equivalence between a given 
program P and the set of canonical instances of program clauses in P. Because of space 
limitations, we do not discuss the completeness of MSLD-resolution in this paper. 
4. Declarative semantics 
The declarative semantics of MLP programs can be defined in terms of an enten- 
sion of the minimum Herbrand models [43,26]. The minimum Herbrand model of an 
ordinary logic program consists of all ground atomic formulas that are logical con- 
sequences of the program. Similarly, the declarative semantics of MLP(n) programs 
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are defined in terms of the minimum multi-dimensional Herbrand models [35]. In this 
section we demonstrate that the declarative semantics of (negation-free) logic programs 
can be smoothly extended to MLP(n) programs, for any n 20. For n = 0, MLP(n) de- 
generates into ordinary logic programming. We in particular show that the minimum 
multi-dimensional Herbrand model of an MLP(n) program consists of all canonical 
contextual units that are logical consequences of the program. 
4. I. Multi-dimensional Herbrand models 
In logic programming theory [43,26], Herbrand interpretations are models generated 
by constants, function and predicate symbols used in a given logic program. In MLP, 
since the meaning of a predicate symbol varies in contexts, we need a different approach 
to generate multi-dimensional Herbrand interpretations of a given MLP program. By 
Lemma 3, we know that the value of a formula can be expressed in terms of the 
values of its canonical instances. Furthermore, the value of a canonical instance of the 
formula is an invariant of time. We use this idea to define multi-dimensional Herbrand 
interpretations. 
Definition 10. Let P be an MLP(n) program. 
?? The Herbrand universe of P, denoted as Up, consists of all those rigid terms generated 
by function symbols and constants that appear in P. 
?? The multi-dimensional Herbrand base Bp of P consists of all those canonical con- 
textual units of ML(n) generated by contextual operators and predicate symbols that 
appear in P with terms in Up used as arguments. 
Let P be an MLP(n) program. Since P is the conjunction of a set of contextual 
program clauses, we say that P is true in a multi-dimensional interpretation I if and 
only if all program clauses in P are true in I. By Lemma 3, a program clause is 
true in I if and only if all canonical instances of the clause are true in I. As far as 
the declarative semantics is concerned, we may regard P as the set of all canonical 
instances of the program clauses in P. 
Definition 11. Let P be an MLP(n) program. Subsets of Bp are called “multi- 
dimensional Herbrand interpretations of p’. 
This definition is just a reformulation of multi-dimensional interpretations having 
Up as their domain. In fact, the correspondence can be established as follows. Let I 
be a multi-dimensional interpretation of P (or more strictly, of the underlying multi- 
dimensional language ML(n) of P) with Up as its domain. Then Z is identified with a 
subset H of Bp by the following. Let p be a predicate symbol with arity m. Then 
(e0,. . . , e,-l)El(p)((no,...,x,-1)) 
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if and only if 
inits vo[Xe]. . . ini%- o,_l[+-~l p(eO,...,em-l)EH 
where vi is nexti if xi 20 and vi is priori if xi < 0. Therefore the notion of a 
model naturally extends to subsets of BP. 
As with ordinary logic programs, (multi-dimensional) Herbrand interpretations are 
satisfactory for developing declarative semantics of MLP(n) programs. In fact, it can 
be shown that, given an MLP(n) program and a goal G, P U {G} is unsatisfiable if 
and only if P U {G} has no multidimensional Herbrand models. Let A E BP. We have 
that +I A if and only if A EH for the H corresponding to I. Since A is canonical, its 
truth value is an invariant of contexts. The following lemma says that the entire multi- 
dimensional Herbrand base Bp of an MLP(n) program P is a model of the program. 
Lemma 4. Let P be an MLP(n) program. Then /=~r P. 
Proof. We have that ksp C for all canonical ground instances C of any program 
clause in P, because Bp consists of all ground canonical contextual units of MLP(n) 
that can be obtained from the program. This means that all canonical instances of 
program clauses are true in Bp by Definition 2. Thus +sp P by Lemma 3. ??
As the following lemma shows, the family of multi-dimensional Herbrand models 
of a given MLP(n) program is also closed under intersection. 
Lemma 5. Let P be an MLP(n) program and A4 be a non-empty family of multi- 
dimensional Herbrand models of P. Then n M is a multi-dimensional Herbrand model 
of P. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of logic programming of Lloyd [26]. First of all, 
nA4 is a multi-dimensional Herbrand interpretation of 8. Suppose it is not a model 
of 8. Then there is a canonical ground instance of a clause in B which is false in 
nM (at some context.) Let A c Bo, . . . , B,_l be such an instance, i.e., A # nA4, but 
for all iEn, Bi E nM. This implies for some model ZEM, A 9 I; but since all Bi’s 
are true in nkf, Bi EI for all i in as well. Thus we obtain a contradiction that Z is 
not a model of 9’ either. ??
Since the family of multi-dimensional Herbrand models of every MLP(n) program 
is non-empty by Lemma 4 (it contains at least BP) and the model-intersection property 
holds for the family by Lemma 5, the intersection of the family is the minimum multi- 
dimensional Herbrand model of the program. 
Theorem 6. Let P be an MLP(n) program and M be the family of multi- 
dimensional Herbrand models of P. Then MMOD(P) = def nZt4 is the minimum multi- 
dimensional Herbrand model of P. 
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The following theorem says that the minimum model of every MLP(n) program 
consists of all those canonical contextual units that are true in every model of the 
program. Its proof is analogous to that of ordinary logic pogramming [26]. 
Theorem 7. Let P be an MLP(n) program. Then MMOD(P) = {A EBP 1 P k A}. 
4.2. Fixed point semantics 
An alternative approach to the declarative semantics of MLP(n) programs involves 
the fixed point theory. Van Emden and Kowalski [43] developed the fixed point se- 
mantics of logic programs using the mapping Tp, which is a one-step modus ponens 
function. We now generalize their results to MLP(n) programs. Note that the proofs 
of the following results are analogous to those of ordinary logic programming [26], so 
they are omitted. 
The definition of the mapping Tp for MLP(n) programs is given as follows. 
Definition 12. Let P be an MLP(n) program and F(P) denote the family of multi- 
dimensional Herbrand interpretations of P. Let Tp E [F(P) + F(P)] where, for any 
HE F(P), 
T&H) = {A I (A<-Bo, . . . , B,_I ) is a canonical ground instance of 
a program clause in P and {Bo,. . . , B,_I} C H}. 
Let P be an MLP(n) program. We have that F(P) is a complete lattice under 
the partial order of set inclusion, denoted as (F(P), G). The fixed point semantics of 
MLP(n) programs depends on the fact that the multi-dimensional Herbrand models of 
P are characterized by the mapping Tp and Tp over the complete lattice of F(P) is 
continuous. The continuity condition on Tp is expressed as follows: 
Definition 13. Let P be an MLP(n) program. Then we say that Tp is continuous if 
for any o-chain (C,JnEo of multi-dimensional Herbrand interpretations of P, 
Lemma 8. Let P be an MLP(n) program. Then Tp is continuous and hence mono- 
tonic. 
The following lemma gives the necessary and sufficient conditions, in terms of Tp, 
for a multi-dimensional Herbrand interpretation to be a model of P. The lemma basi- 
cally says that the mapping Tp does not improve a given multi-dimensional Herbrand 
interpretation of P if it is already a model. 
Lemma 9. Let P be an MLP(n) program and HE p(P). Then H is a model of P if 
and only if Tp(H) G H. 
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We now give the fixed point characterization of the minimum multi-dimensional 
Herbrand model of MLP(n) programs. There is a result known as Knaster-Tarski fixed 
point theorem which says that monotonic mappings over complete lattices have (least) 
fixed points. Since Tp is a monotonic mapping, it too has fixed points. For a detailed 
discussion, we refer the reader to [26]. 
First, we introduce some notation for ordinal powers of Tp up to o: 
. TpfO=Q), 
?? T,Tn=Tp(Tptn-l)foralln>O, 
?? TPfm=U,EoTPfn. 
Here 0 is the minimum element in (Y(P), G). 
There is a theorem, usually attributed to Kleene, showing that under the assumption 
that T is a continuous mapping over a complete lattice, the closure ordinal of T is Go. 
Therefore the continuity of Tp together with Lemma 9 implies the following theorem. 
Theorem 10. Let P be an MLP(n) program and Ifp(Tp) denote the least fixed point 
of Tp. Then MMOD(P) = Ifp(Tp) = Tp r w. 
5. Generalized semantics for MLP(0) 
The techniques for MLP(n) programs discussed in the previous section does not ap- 
ply to MLP(o) programs, because the notion of a canonical instance does not extend 
to them (we would need to have infinite formulas). However, a model-theoretic frame- 
work for MLP(o) would apply to all instances of MLP(n). Orgun and Wadge [35] 
developed a language-independent model theory by first imposing certain constraints 
on the underlying (intensional) logics and then by studying model-theoretic proper- 
ties of intensional logic programs related to these constraints. It is shown below that 
an alternative declarative semantics of MLP(w) programs in fact follows from their 
results. 
We first define the “denotation” of a formula of ML(o). 
Definition 14. The denotation of a formula A in a multi-dimensional interpretation I, 
denoted by &4ll’, is defined as {ZE %“” I FI,~ A}. 
In other words, the denotation of a formula A in I is just a subset of ZY2”0 determined 
by the interpretation (I/A 11 I is the set of all those elements of %“” at which A is true 
in I). 
Contextual operators take formulas as arguments and denotations of formulas are 
subsets of ZU. Thus the denotation of a (unary) contextual operator ‘J is a mapping 
from subsets of %“” to subsets of %“O. 
Definition 15. Let 7 be a (unary) contextual operator of ML(w). The denotation of 
v denoted by 11 v )I is an element of [g(%““) --+ Y(%““)]. 
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Consider, the semantics of a formula of the form nextk A in a multi-dimensional 
interpretation I, i.e., ]lnextk AlI1 = ]lnextkII(]]A]]‘). Then, from the definition of the 
satisfaction relation k=, the function /lneXtk]] can be obtained as follows: 
]k’extk]](]]All’) 
= {(x0 , . . . ,xk-l,xk,~k+l,. . . ) E 3” I b,(&, ,..., xk_-I,xk,xk+I ,...) nextkd 
= {(x0 ,...,nk-l,xk,xk+l,...) Ecfi? I +I, (xg I.__, ~~-,,x~+l,x~+ ,,...) A) 
= {(x0 ,...,xk-l,xk,xk+l,...) E 3”” 1 (xO,...,xk-l,xk + bk+l,...)E 11#}. 
Here ]]Al]’ is an arbitrary subset of 9”“. Hence, by lambda abstraction, the definition 
of llneXtk]I can be obtained as 
Ilnextkll =nx.{(xO ,..., xk_1,xk,xk+l,...) E?i?“” 
)(x0,..., Xk-l,Xk + l,xk+l,. . .) EX}. 
Similarly, we can obtain the following definitions of the denotations of initk and 
priork: 
ilinitkll 
{(XO,...,Xk-l,Xk,Xk+l,...)E~~} if (XO,...,Xk-l,O,Xk+l,...)E~ =~x. 
0 otherwise, 
llpriorkll = ~x.{(xO:o,...,Xk-l,Xk,Xk+l,...) e2”W 
I (x0,..., xk--I,xk - bk+lr...)EX}. 
Based on the above formulation of the denotations of contextual operators, we define 
the following semantic properties. 
Definition 16 (Orgun and Wudge [35]). Let OE [P(EP’) + S(2P)]. We say that 
?? 0 is monotonic if for all X and Y G EP’, O(X) G O(Y) whenever XC_ Y; 
?? 0 is universal if for some XC: 2?, O(X) = 2%““; 
?? 0 is conjunctive if O(n,,,X,) = naEs@(&) for all {X,},EsGP(bw) where S 
may be an infinite index set; and 
?? 0 is jinitary if for any X G 3’” and any x E F”, x E O(X) implies x E O(S) for some 
finite subset S of X. 
There is a theorem [35, theorem 6.11 showing that the minimum model semantics is 
valid for intensional (modal) logic programs provided that the denotations of operators 
appearing in the heads of program clauses are monotonic, universal and conjunctive, 
and the denotations of operators appearing in the bodies of program clauses are mono- 
tonic and finitary. The continuity of the mapping Tp, which may be regarded as the 
computability requirement, is also guaranteed under these restrictions. 
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It can be shown that ]]initk]], I]priorkll and ]I next&]] have all the four properties 
described above. This justifies their unrestricted use in MLP(n). We have the following 
result for MLP(o): 
Lemma 11. Let kEm. The denotations of contextual operators Ilinitk]], llpriork]] 
and IlnextkII are all monotonic, universal, conjunctive and Jinitary. 
Proof. We give the proof of the monotonicity of ]]initk(l. For any given S and 
S’ & E?‘“w such that S C S’, if S contains any (xc,. . . ,Xk-1, o,Xk+l, . . .) E %“, then we have 
that ]]initk]](S) = T”w and Ilinitk]](S’) = SW, and hence ]linitk]](S)c ]]initkl] 
(S’). If s does not contain (xc,. . . ,Xk__I,o,Xk+l,. . .), then we have that l]initk]](&!?) = 
8 and hence ]]initk]](S) !& I] initk I](S’). Therefore 1) initk ]I is monotonic. The proofs 
of the other properties can be given in a similar fashion. 0 
Given Lemma 11, we have the following corollary to Theorem 6.1 of Orgun and 
Wadge [35]. 
Corollary 12. Let P be an MLP(n) program. Then the model-intersection property 
holds for P, and hence the minimum multi-dimensional Herbrand model of P exists. 
In [35], the theory is applied to other temporal and modal logic programming lan- 
guages such as Templog [2] and Temporal Prolog [19], Molog [16] and InTense [29]; 
it is shown that all of these languages except Temporal Prolog has the minimum 
model semantics. The minimum model semantics of Templog is independently given 
by Baudinet [8]. The declarative semantics of an instance of Molog based on modal 
logics S4 and Q is given in terms of a tree-like semantics by Balbiani et al. [6]. 
The generalized semantics can also be used in a prescriptive manner. Suppose that 
we want to enrich MLP with the contextual operators everywhere & and anywhere 
$k, which are the counterparts of modal operators necessity ??and possibility 0 for 
dimension k, respectively. The semantics of & and $k are given as follows: 
Definition 17. Let Z be an interpretatiOn of ML(o), (x0,. . . ,xk__I,xk,xk+l,. . .) E%“O, 
and A a formula. 
1. &7 ,..., Xk-,.Xk.Xk+ II...) ??kA if and only if for all Yk E 3, +I,(~ ,..., xt_,,yk,xk+ ,,...) A. 
2. h,(XO,...,X~_ ,,xk,xk+ ,,...) +kA if and Only if for SOme Yk ET”, Fz,(~, ,..., xk_,,yk,xk+ ,,...) A. 
Given the above definition, we can obtain the denotations of & and +k. It can be 
shown that ]]E&]] is monotonic, universal and conjunctive, but not finitary; and ]I @k/l is 
monotonic, universal, and finitary, but not conjunctive. Therefore their use should be 
restricted if we would like the enriched language to have the minimum model property. 
Relevant axioms and proof rules would also need to be provided. We are studying the 
properties of Lucid-like operators such as asa and wvr provided in InTense [29] in this 
context. 
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6. A multidimensional interface 
For multi-dimensional logic programming, a good visual interface or browser would 
enhance the appreciation of the results of computations, and it would also provide an 
effective aid in designing, writing and debugging programs. This section discusses a 
novel multi-dimensional interface to MLP which can be used as a powerful tool with 
the advantage of non-determinism inherent in logic programming. 
6.1. A logic spreadsheet 
In two-dimensional programming, a spreadsheet-like 2D interface seems to be a 
natural choice. Each cell in the interface corresponds to a context. The interface can 
be used to define clauses and display results. We can define a clause in a cell (context), 
a dimension (row or column), or the entire plane. If a context has two or more defining 
clauses, the finer one, say cell, will override the coarser one, say dimension. 
Consider the Pascal program of ML(2) given earlier. The value of Pascal at each 
context in 3x 3’ corresponds to the value displayed in a cell in a 2D spreadsheet. 
Although 3x3 is an infinite plane, we regard a 2D interface as a window through 
which finite portions of this plane can be observed. Using the interface, we can define 
the clause for predicate Pascal (X> as follows. For all the cells on the plane, we define 
Pascal(X) <- nexti pascal(Y) , prior0 pascal(Z) , X is Y+Z. 
For all cells in row 0 and column 0, we define pascal(l), which override their plane 
definitions. Each cell definition corresponds to a canonical instance of the defined clause 
in that context. For example, a definition P (X1 in cell (i, j) corresponds to the canonical 
instance inits nexto[il initi nexti [jl P(X). 
Fig. 2 shows how the result of the computation initiated by the open-ended goal 
<- Pascal(X) is displayed on the interface. It is displayed in a 8 x 8 spreadsheet. In 
the figure, the dimensions 0 and 1 are displayed. The Pascal predicate is designated 
as the goal predicate, that is, the predicate whose values are going to be displayed 
in the interface. Origin refers to the left-most cell in the top row, and it gives the 
coordinate of the possible context chosen to be displayed in that position. The cells 
(contexts) at which Pascal(X) fails are left blank. 
The multidimensional interface also provides a solution to the goal convention prob- 
lem: canonical instances of a given open-ended goal are produced for all the cells 
chosen for the interface. For the above example, the following canonical instances 
(up to the reordering of contextual operators) would be produced 
Cell (dO,dl)=(-1,l): <- inito prior0 initi nexti pascal(X) 
Cell (dO,dl) =(O,l): <- inito initi nexti pascal(X) 
Cell (dO,dl)=(l,l): <- inits next0 initi nexti pascal(X1 
. . . 
Cell (dO,dl)=(-1,O): <- initc priors initi pascal(l0 
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Fig. 2. Pascal’s triangle on a two-dimensional spreadsheet. 
Cell (dO,dl) = (0,O): <- inito initi Pascal (X1 
Cell (dO,dl) = (1,0): <- inito next0 initi Pascal (X> 
and so on. Of course, the variable X is assumed to be different for each canonical 
instance. As an option, the values for the cells can be displayed one at a time, or all 
at once. 
It is also possible to use the spreadsheet interface for programs in MLP(n) for arbi- 
trary n B 2. This would allow the user to view a multi-dimensional object from different 
angles and/or points of view by selecting the appropriate two dimensions and their rel- 
ative ordering for the 2D cell definition/display and freezing the other dimensions at 
fixed coordinates. Any unary predicate can be designated as the goal predicate. 
6.2. Conway’s game of life 
Consider the following program for Conway’s game of life, which is in ML(3). The 
game involves a (possibly infinite) plane divided into grids. Inside each grid (or cell) 
resides an organism that may become alive or dead depending on the status of its 
immediate neighbors in the surrounding cells on the plane. The game starts with an 
initial configuration on the plane in which some of the organisms are alive. In MLP(3), 
plane can be modeled by the first two dimensions, say dimensions 0 and 1, and time 
can be modeled by (the positive fragment of) dimension 2. 
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In the following, we define the MLP program using the interface. It describes all 
relationships and state changes in the game; it is adapted from a program given in [35]. 
Cube (3D) definition for each cell: 
organism(alive) <- prior2 neighbors(L), prior2 Count-aliVo(L,2). 
organism(alive) <- prior2 organism(alive1, prior2 neighbors(L), 
prior2 count-alive(L,3). 
orga.nism(dead) <- prior2 neighbors(L), prior-2 lOnely(L). 
organism(dead) <- prior2 neighbors(L), prior-2 overcrowded(L). 
organism(dead) <- prior2 organism(dead) , prior2 neighbors(L) , 
prior2 count-alive CL, 31 . 
neighbors([Xl,X2,X3,X4,X5,XO,X7,X81) <- 
prior0 nexti organism(X1) , next1 organism(X21, 
next0 nexti organism(X31, next0 orgaksm(X4) , 
next0 priori organism(X51, priori organism(X61, 
priori prior0 organism(X71, prior0 organism(X8). 
lonely(L) <- count-alive(L,X), X(2. 
overcrowded(L) <- count-alive(L,X), x>3. 
count-alive ( Cl ,O> . 
count-alive( [aliveILl ,N) <- count-alive(L,X), N is X+1. 
count-alive ( [dead I L1 ,X> <- count-alive (L, X> . 
2D definition at time 0: 
organism (dead) . 
Initial cell definition for alive cells at space (i, j) at time 0: 
organism(alive). 
Read all clauses as assertions true at all cells. The initial cell definition overrides the 
2D and 3D definitions; and 2D definitions override the 3D definitions. When an initial 
cell definition is not given for a cell, 2D definition is used. The 2D and 3D definitions 
together are used to define the initial configuration of the game. 
The intuitive reading of the clauses in 3D definition is given as follows. The first 
clause says that an organism will become alive at this moment (at the point in dimen- 
sion 2) if exactly two of its neighbors are alive at the previous moment no matter if the 
organism itself is alive or dead. This clause also covers the case where the birth of an 
organism occurs at this moment if it was dead and exactly two of its neighbors were 
alive at the previous moment. The second clause says that an alive organism continues 
to live at this moment if exactly three of its neighbors were alive at the previous mo- 
ment. The next two clauses state that an organism becomes dead at this moment if it is 
lonely (less than two neighbors were alive) or the surrounding area was overcrowded 
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(more than three neighbors were alive). The fifth clause says that an organism stays 
dead if it was already dead and had exactly three alive neighbors. The sixth clause 
simply bundles up the status of the neighbors of a given cell in a list for further use. 
The rest of the clauses define auxiliary predicates. According to the program, at any 
context exactly one of the units organism(alive) and organism(dead) is true. 
The problem is again how to produce the canonical instances of a given open-ended 
goal such as <- organism(X). We are in fact interested in all canonical instances 
of this goal, and thus, without the interface display, it is very difficult to impose any 
ordering on the way in which canonical instances are produced. Since dimension 2 is 
regarded as the time dimension, the first two dimensions (0 and 1) can be chosen for 
the 2D display. The time dimension is orthogonal to the display plane. 
Fig. 3 displays the initial configuration of the game, which is defined by the plane 
definition at time 0 and the cell definitions. Initially, the organisms are dead at all cells 
outside the boundaries of the 2D interface, the second stage of the game (at time 1) 
is displayed in Fig. 4. 
Again, Origin refers to the left-most cell in the top row; and Dimensions refers to 
the remaining dimensions, in this case the dimension 2. The canonical instances of 
the goal <- organism(X) are produced using the information provided by Origin and 
Dimensions. In a way, we have a stack of 2D planes (spreadsheets), one for each 
moment in time (point in dimension 2). 
Fig. 3. The first stage of the game of life. 
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Origin: (d0.d 1 )= (0,O) Dimensions: (d+(l) Goal: organism(X) 
Fig. 4. The second stage of the game of life. 
In general, there are no restrictions on the form of goals, and more complicated 
goals can also be given. For example, consider the goal <- organism(X), next2 
organism(X). It says that “Display the values X such that organism is true of those 
values at two consecutive moments in time.” As a result of such a goal, the cell (0, - 1) 
would be left blank in the display, using Origin: (dO,dl) = (0,O) and Dimensions: 
(d2)=(0). If the goal involves more than one variable, the choice of the variable for 
the display should be made by the user. 
The multi-dimensional interface is very flexible. As in the definition of program 
clauses, finer goals may override coarser goals (e.g., a 2D goal would override a 3D 
goal). It is also possible to exploit the inherent non-determinism in logic programming. 
In the above examples, both Pascal and organism represent single-valued relations 
at each possible context, If we use a multiple-valued predicate as the goal predicate, 
we can simply request another value for any given individual cell. This would not be 
possible in conventional spreadsheets in which each cell has a single value. 
7. Conclusions 
In this paper, a theoretical foundation of logic programming based on multi-dimens- 
ional logics has been developed. We have, in particular, concentrated on the declara- 
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tive and operational semantics of MLP, but have not discussed the completeness issues 
of MSLD-resolution. Orgun and Wadge [35] provided a language-independent model- 
theoretic framework for temporal and modal logic programming which can also be 
applied to MLP. However, the framework does not provide a basis for operational se- 
mantics, in which the soundness and completeness of MLP can be established. MSLD- 
resolution, however, does not apply to MLP(o). We have also discussed the features 
of a novel multidimensional interface to MLP. 
We are currently working on the formalization of the interface. There are also other 
logic programming spreadsheets: van Emden et al. [42] concentrate on a 2D spreadsheet 
interface, supported by incremental queries, as a means to display the results of goals. 
Kriwaczek [23] outlines a spreadsheet program implemented in Prolog. In our approach, 
there is a natural correspondence between the multidimensional interface and MLP(n). 
Also, the interface can be naturally used as a programming tool. Du and Wadge [ 151 
proposed a 3D spreadsheet based on intensional logic and the functional language 
Lucid [44]. 
Implementations of MLP(n) rely on MSLD-resolution for correctness. For efficiency, 
we can combine features of logic programming (Prolog) implementations with features 
of dataflow implementations (associative memory, tagging) such as those of Lucid 
[5]. Mitchell and Faustini [29] report on an implementation of InTense, based on an 
extension of the Warren Abstract Machine (WAM) with an associative memory in 
which contexts are used as tags on atoms. The implementation allows the use of 4 
temporal and 4 spatial dimensions. Rolston and Faustini [37] outlined an eductiue 
evaluation mechanism for logic programming, which can also be used to implement 
contextual extensions such as MLP. Contextual extensions of logic programming offer 
an extra form of parallelism, which we call context-parallelism, in addition to the stan- 
dard AND- and OR-parallelism existing in logic programs. Context-parallelism can be 
effectively exploited in a parallel implementation. A parallel execution model for tem- 
poral logic programming that exploits context-parallelism is proposed in [25]. Further 
research continues in this direction, 
Future work also involves the investigation of the connections between MLP and 
Constraint Logic Programming (CLP). Brzoska [ 1 l] studied the connection between 
temporal logic programming and CLP, and established the soundness and completeness 
of MTL-resolution by translating MTL programs into constraint logic programs over a 
suitable algebra. A similar approach could be employed for MLP(n) programs. 
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